Harvard Baseball Team Enters Eastern Intercollegiate Race

Harvard’s varsity baseball team will become the seventh member of the Eastern Intercollegiate League during the coming season. Evolutionary, it is a radical departure in athletic policies for the Crimson, for up to this time the program has always remained firmly stayed out of organized athletic competition.

According to present plans, the Cambridge nine will complete its opening contest with Columbia at Baker Field on April 7 and follow this trip with a game at Philadelphia the next day. However, the original schedule list does not include Cornell and will necessarily have to be revised.

Official approval of Harvard as a member of the league is not expected until April 1.

GRAY ELEVEN DOWNS ORANGE TEAM, 13-6, IN CLOSING PROGRESS

Former Eleven Makes Both Touch- downs in Second Quarter to Win on Muddy Field

PASSING PROVES EFFECTIVE

First Two Tailles Result of Aerial Attack—Orange Players Dis- equipped Defenders
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